INTRODUCTION
The general topological theory of two-dimensional autonomous systems * = P(x, Y), 9 = Q(x, Yh (1) due to Poincare and Bendixson, has assumed an almost definitive form. However, there remains the problem of obtaining more explicit information for special classes of such systems. To use a vague analogy, we have something corresponding to the general theory of functions of a complex variable. Can we construct something corresponding to the theory of elliptic functions? Since linear systems can be integrated by means of elementary functions, the simplest nontrivial case is where P and Q are relatively prime polynomials of degree at most 2, which are not both linear:
P(x, y) = 2 aikxiyk, Q(x, y) = 2 b&yk.
i+k=O i+k=-0
We shall call such systems quadratic. A variety of significant physical problems lead to systems of this type. 
THE CENTER PROBLEM
Quadratic systems appear to have been discussed first by Buchel [a], but his work is mainly a collection of examples. The first general property of these systems to be investigated was the conditions for a center. In general, when the right sides of the system (1) are polynomials of arbitrary degree, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a center are expressed by the vanishing of infinitely many polynomials in their coefficients. By Hilbert's basis theorem these must all be consequences of a finite number of such relations. The problem of determining such a basis explicitly when the right sides are quadratic polynomials was first attacked by Dulac [Is] . Unfortunately Dulac used a complex normal form and did not concern himself with questions of reality. However, the problem has now been completely solved through the subsequent work of Kapteyn [20] These conditions can be shown to be necessary by carrying out the first few steps of the classical procedures, due to Poincare and Liapunov. That they are also sufficient follows from the fact that in each of the three cases the equation (3) Three critical points can never be collinear. On any straight line which is not composed ofpaths the total number of criticalpoints and contacts is at most two. If there are two such points, R, and R, , then the paths intersecting the segment co RI cross in the same sense as the paths intersecting R, co and in the opposite sense to the paths intersecting R,R, .
Proof. If the straight line ax + by + c = 0 contained three critical points it would intersect each of the conic sections P = 0, Q = 0 in three points. Hence P and Q would have the common factor ax + by T c, contrary to the hypothesis that they are relatively prime. The isocline with the same slope as this straight line is the conic section aP + bQ = 0. If the line is not composed of paths, it meets this conic section in at most two points, which are its contacts and critical points. If there are two distinct points of intersection, R, and R2 , both segments co R, and R,CC must belong to the domain aP + bQ > 0 and the segment RIR, to the domain aP + bQ < 0, or vice versa. THEOREM 1. The interior of a closed path is a convex region. Assume on the contrary that there exist two points R1 , R, inside the closed path y such that the segment R,R, contains a point of y. By displacing R, slightly we can suppose that the segment R,R, contains a point exterior to y and thus has at least two intersections with y, Let S, be the first intersection of y with the segment co R, and S, its last intersection with the segment R,cQ. Then y crosses the line R,R, in opposite senses at S, and S, . Therefore, by the lemma, the segment SrS, contains exactly one contact or critical point, T say. Hence y cannot intersect the line R,R, on the open segment S,T or on the open segment TS, , which is a contradiction.
THEOFUXM~.
There exists a unique critical point in the interior of each closed path.
One knows from general theory that there is at least one critical point inside any closed path. Suppose that there existed two critical points R, , R, inside the closed path y. Let S, be the (first) intersection of y with the segment co R, and S, its (last) intersection with the segment 12,~. Then y crosses the line R,R, in opposite senses at S, and Sa , which contradicts the lemma.
It follows as a corollary that there cannot exist three closedlpaths situated as in Fig. 1 . Let R, be a critical point in the interior of the closed path yk (k = 1, 2). If yr and yz were similarly oriented the segment R,R, would be crossed in opposite senses at its intersections with yr and yz . But this is impossible, because R,R, is a segment without contact by the lemma.
It follows as a corollary that there cannot exist three closed paths situated as in Figure 2 . If the interiors have a common point one closed path, yr , must be situated inside the other, yz . Let R be a critical point inside yr and consider any straight line through R. If yr and yz were oppositely oriented, they would intersect the segment RKI in opposite senses, and so this segment would contain a contact or a critical point distinct from R. The same holds for the segment co R. But this contradicts the lemma.
Theorems
l-4 hold not only for closed paths but also for separatrix cycles, i.e., Jordan curves composed of paths and saddle-points (Tung Chin-chu
[39]). If Petrovskii and Landis' theorem that there exist at most three limit cycles is valid, it follows that the only possible limit cycle configurations are those shown in Fig. 3 It follows as a corollary that the total number of foci and centers is at most two. This was first proved by Berlinskii
[S] and another proof has been given by Kukles and Casanova [23] . Both proofs are quite different from the present one and much less transparent.
It was demonstrated by Vorob'ev [40] that the critical point inside a closed path cannot be a node. However, his proof really shows that the critical point must be elementary and actually a focus or a center. If the origin is neither a focus nor a center, then (bol -d2 + 4aolblo 2 0, and so the equation f2(0) = 0 has at least one real root. Since f,(e) is a homogeneous cubic in cos 0, sin 0 the equation f,(O) = 0 also has at least one real root. If these two equations had a common root 8, the ray 6' = 8i would be composed of critical points and paths, and the origin could not be surrounded by a closed path. It follows that there exists a sector [f?, , S,], with 0 < 1 0r -e2 1 < 2~, such that f2(4) = 0 =f3(e2) and neither f2(0) nor f,(O) vanishes for any other value of 0 in this sector. We may suppose that -f2(C?)/f3(f9) is p osi ive t in the interior of the sector, since if it were negative we could consider instead the sector [f?, + V, 8, + ~1. Then 4 is equal to f2(02) for 6' = 8, and has the sign of f3(01), i.e., of -f2(02), for 0 = 8, . Therefore a path passing through a point of the sector [or, e,] will remain in it, either for all later or for all previous t. Thus again the origin cannot be surrounded by a closed path. Since the sum of the indices of the critical points inside a closed path is equal to + 1 Theorem 6 provides an alternative proof of Theorem 2. Berlinskii [.5j has established a general property of quadratic systems which have the maximum number-four-of critical points. The following simple proof was given recently by Kukles and Casanova [23] . In conclusion we mention briefly some further results on quadratic systems. Berlin&ii [5j, [6] , [7] has determined all possible distributions of critical points. Latipov [24] has studied the critical points at infinity. Chin Yuanshun [Z2] has shown that a quadratic system can have an ellipse as a limit cycle and has determined the possible phase portraits of such systems. Cerkas [IO] has shown that a quadratic system can have an algebraic limit cycle of degree 3. Lyagina [28] 
